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Maybe there was no definitive proof before that Jesse James did not live and die completely as history reports
but there is now; a recently discovered photograph of the James family obtained directly from their own.
Missouri's -Jesse James powers that be- were well aware this photograph provides the truth I've sought for
years but suppressed it to protect their vested interests. This explains why they are so skittish about it and have
a hidden agenda to discredit it. Imagine the varying emotions of the key players involved in this true verses
false battle when a copy of the photograph not known to exist came up for auction on eBay in the latter part of
2010, pictured exclusively there until I had the good fortune of winning it...the Jesse James Smoking Gun. For
as long as I can remember I've heard old family stories about my paternal great-grandfather, known in Texas
as James L. Courtney, really being Jesse James, the famous outlaw. For the past sixteen years I've been trying
to determine the truth of the matter. Previous to this book I published my findings in Jesse James Lived &
Died In Texas (1998) and The Truth About Jesse James (2007). Besides focusing on the recently discovered
photograph of the James family, the only historically accepted image of Jesse James and his family known to
exist, this book adventure reveals an admission of fraud regarding 1995 DNA results touted world-wide as
proving with a 99.7 degree of certainty that Jesse James died and was buried as history reports. A new
chronicle of Jesse James' life is presented which surprisingly reveals a thread of truth may run through a
previously discounted story which claims there were two Jesse James'. So saddle up! We'll again ride Jesse's

Discovery Trail exploring uncharted territory where you, the reader, will judge for yourself if I'm right in
believing a photograph did what neither the Pinkerton Detective Agency nor DNA testing could do...capture
Jesse James.

